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A eraph is strongly path connected if between each pair of distinct vertices
there exist paths of all lengths greater than or equal to the distaace between the
vertices.
It is shown that the squares of both bridgeless connected DT-graphs and
blocks are strongly path conflected. Thus as a corollary both these classes of
graphs are Hamiltonian, Hamiltonian-connected, and vertex and edge pancyclic.

l. INrnooucrlou
Recently the Plummer-Nash-Williams conjecture, that the square of a
block is Hamiltonian, was proved by H. Fleischner, 13, 41. Stronger
statements about the square of a block followed. In [1], Chartrand,
Hobbs, Jung, Kapoor and Nash-Williams proved that the square of a
block is Hamiltonian connected and in [7], Hobbs proved that the square
of a block is vertex pancyclic. In this paper a result which encompasses all
of the preceding results will be proved. We will prove that between any
two vertices in a block there exists a path of length i in the square, for
every i greater than or equal to the distance between the vertices in the
square.

The primary motivation for the investigations of this paper come from a

of the authors. The conjecture is that every Hamiltonianconnected graph also satisfi.es the property that each pair of distinct
vertices in the graph is connected by paths of all lengths greater than or
equal to one half the cardinality of the graph. From the comments of the
preceding paragraph it is clear that the conjecture holds in the square of a
block.
The strategy employed in the proofs of the main results of the paper is
similar to that of Fleischner 13, 4l and Hobbs [7].
conjecture
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Research Fund.
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2. Nor.trIox aNo PnutuINa.nv Rpsurrs
Terminology not specifically mentioned in this section will follow that

in [6].
In this paper all graphs wili be undirected, finite, and have no loops or
multiple edges. If G is a graph, V(G) wlll denote its uertex set and E(G)
its edge sef. The number of vertices of G will be denoted by L G l. The degree
of a vertex u in a graph G will be written uo(u). Let VnG) :
{u e V(.G}: vc@) - i }. The distance between two distinct vertices u and u
will be denoted by d5(u, u) and d(G):max {d6(u,u):w,uev(G)}. If
(u, u) is an edge of G, there are times when (er, rr) will be used to denote the
subgraph of G induced by this edge.
By P(/) [respectively, C(/)] we will mean a path (respectively, cycle) with /
vertices. A path with vertices {r, , xr,..., xr} will be written (xr, xz ,..., xt)
while a cycle with the same vertices will be written (x, , xr,..., xr, , xr),
the indices taken modulo /. By Py(u, u) we will mean a path between zr and
u containing / vertices. If the length of the path is not imporlant, the I
may be deleted. Note that a path containing / vertices is of length / - 1'
If f1 is a subgraph of G, then G - H : (G - E(.H)) - Vo(G - E(H)).
This definition differs from the usual one for G - H. ^{he set of edges of a
graph G which are incident only with vertices of degree 3 or more will be
denoted by D(.G). A graph G is a DT-graph if every edge of G is incident
to a vertex of degree 2 and an ADT-graph if ,(C) : {. Thus every DTgraph is a ADT-graph and the two are the same for graphs with no vertices
ofdegree 1. d subgraph H of G is a DT-subgraph of G ifevery edge of I1is
incident with a vertex of degree 2 in G.
A graph G with n vertices is Hatniltonian if G contains a C(n) and is
Hamiltoniafl-connected 1f a P*(u, u) exists for each pair of distinct vertices
u and u. A graph G is uertex pancyclic (.edge pancyclic) if fot each u e V(1G)
(e e E{G))there exists a cycle C(i), (3 <, < r), containinC D (e). A graph
G is strongly path connected if Pi@, o) exists for all u * u in V(G),
d5@, u) < i < n. A graph G is an Euler graph if G is empty or each Yertex
has even degree greater than 0. It is not necessarily connected.
AgraphGisan EP-graphif Gisconnected, G : Ev P,whereEisan
Euler graph and P (possibly empty) is the union of disjoint nontrivial
paths each edge of which is a bridge of G, and E and P are edge disjoint.
A graplr G is an EJP-graphif G is connected, G : E v J v P'where -Eis
an Euler graph, ../ is an open trail with -r n E : $ and P (possibly empty)
is the union of disjoint nontrivial paths each edge of which is a bridge of G,
and E u-I and P are edge disjoint. A graph G is a lr't,wl- EP
graph ([u, w] - EJP graph) if G is an EP-(EJP-) graph with u and w
distinct vertices in some component of .E (endvertices of J) and each is at
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most an endvertex of a path in P. If a x is placed over a (or rr) then a (or w)
is not on any path of P.
The term block will be used to denote a 2-connected graph. A block G
is a minimal block if for any edge i of G, G ,\ is not a block. A graph
G is called a block-chain if its block-cutvertex graph is a nontrivial path,

and the blocks of the chain containing only one cutyertex are called
mdblocks.

A particular class of graphs arise frequently in the paper and hence are
described here. Let G be a graph containing distinct vertices u and w,
cycles {Cr}j:0,{Ci'Wt, and paths {Po}t:, such that
lnl

(il
(i0

%

G:Uc,uU
ciuuPk,
c:o
1r:l
i:t

for all i

* j, Co n Ci :

{u, w},

Ca'AC1' :{u},
PrnPr:$,and
(iiD for all i, j,
Cu n Ci : {u)

pinCj':0,

a ^ (,u c,): o* with a1 * u.
The cycles C,(0 < i ( /) are called the petals of the graph with Co called
the cerier. The cycles Cr' (1 < j 4 m) are called the side petals and the
[u, w]-flower (sometimes

it will

be referred to as just a flower). Whenever

the terms oostem" or "side petals" are used, it is to be understood that
possiblyn ) l orm ) 1. SeeFig. l foraflowerwithsidepetalsandstems.
Note that a fa, w)
flower with stems is a [a*, w]
EP-graph.

-

-

petals

Frc.

1.

Flower with side petals and stems.
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The following theorems will be used frequently and thus are stated for
easy reference. Although these theorems are essentially proved in the
paper referenced, they do not necessarily appear in the form given here'
TnBonsM 2.1 (Fleishner [3). If G is a connected bridgeless graph
containing distinct uertices o and w, then there exists a lu*, wf - EP
spanning subgraph H of G. If u and w are on a cycle K, then H can be chosen
such that KC E.
THnoREM2.2 (Fleishner [3]). If G is an ADT -lu*,wl- EP graph
with atl of the neighbors of u and w of degree 2, then G2 contains

a Hamiltaninn cycle which contains two edges of G incident with u qnd one
edge of G incident with w.
THnonrn 2.3 (Fleishner [3]). If G is an ADT - lu*,wl - EJP graph
with atl of the neighbors of u and w of degree 2, then there exists a
Hamiltonian path in Gz between o and w which contains an edge of G inci'
dent with a.
Tnnonpu 2.4. (Fleishner
such thqt

(, if u belongs

[3]). If G is an ADT -

lu, w]

-

EJP graph

to a path of P then the successor of u in the truil J is

at most an enduertex of a path of

F and

(il) if w belongs

to a path of P then the predecessor of w in the trail
qn
enduertex of a Path P,
is at most

J

then Gz contains a Hamiltonian path from u to w.

3. Rrsur,rs
The following is a slight generalization of a result of Hobbs [7] and the
proof is essentially the same.

3.l.

Let G be a connected Euler graph with connected subgraph
cycle
in G which is disjoint from H then there is a cycle K in G
a
H. If there is
Kis connected.
that G
H
such
disjointfrom
LprrlrraL

-

Proof. Let Gr: G and let Io be a cycle in Go which is disjoint from 1L
If G - Io is connected, let K : Lo. If G - Io is not connected there
exists a component G, of G - Io which is disjoint from 1L Every component of G

- Io is Euler, hence there exists a cycle L, in Gr .
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If for i ) l, Gr and Li have been chosen, let K : Lr if G - Li is
connected. If G 17 is not connected, then all of the components of
G L*r other than Gi ate connected and are connected together by
Li ,inG - Lu, so one of the components of G - Lu must be a subgraph
of G1 . Let Gi*rbe such a component and let Ln*rbe a cycle in Gn*, .
Since G is finite and since Gr*, is a proper subgraph of G2 for all i 2 0,
there exists an integer k such that G
- L,, is connected. Since 2,, is a subgraph of Gr, Lo and H are disjoint. Thus the lemma is proved by letting

K:Lt.

Lpltna 3.2. If G is a lu*,wj - EP graph with u and w on a cycle C,
of C, and G - ) an ADT-graph, then one of the following occur.

),

an edge

(i)
(ii)

The graph G is a fu,

There exists

that G' is a [ux, wl

-

wl

-

flower with possibly

side petals.

a subgraph G' of G with lG' l:

E'P' graph with C C E' .

lGl-l

such

Proof. Assume G is not a lu, wl - flower (with possibly side petals).
We will show that (ii) occurs. If there is a vertex o in P of degree 1, then
let G' -- G - o. Clearly G' satisfies (ii), so assume G has no vertex of,
degree

1.

To complete the proof wewil1 exhibit a cycle -Kwhich is edge disjoint
from C and such llnal G -K is connected and either o is not a vertex of
Korif u isavertexofl(thereexistsayertexu * u,w of Kwith v6(u) > 2.
Assume K: (q, x2,..., xt, xt).If o is not a vertex of ( let

H:

G

-

{(xu, xr+r) i v5(x;'\

)

2}

andif K : (u : xt, x2,..., xj : u,...,xt,, xt)withv5(x) :2(2 <, <j),
let H - G
- l{@0, xr+t) i i + 1, yc(x) t 2} e (x,_r, x)1. In either case
His a [o*,ur] - E'P'graph with lHl: lG l. Since G
-] is an ADTgraph, 11 has a vertex o in P' of degree 1 (in fact xi*, has degree I in H
if xr # u and v6(x) > 2). Hence 7et G' : H - o.
It is thus sufficient to exhibit the cycle K just described. If E has at least
two components, let R be a component of ,E such that R n P : {z},
z avertex of G, and R n C : d. If R contains a cycle disjoint from z, then
R contains a cycle C' disjoint from z such that R C' is connected by
Leinma 3.1, hence G
- C'is connected.Let I(: C'.trf every cycle of R
contains z, lhen we can let K be any cycle of R. If ,E has only one component then G : E, since G has no vertex of degree 1. If G has a cycle
disjoint from C then by Lemma 3.1, G has a cycle K disjoint from C such
that G - K is connected; hence we can assume every cycle in G
intersects C. Since G is Euler and G + C, G
- C is a nontrivial Euler
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graph which contains at least one cycle. In addition since G is not a
lu,wl- flower (with possibly side petals), G -C contains a cyc)e C'
which either does not contain r or contains a vertex u * a, w such that
ve(u) ) 2. Since all cycles of G intersect C and every vertex is on some
C' is connected. The proof is complete by letting K : C'.
cycle, G

-

3.3. If H is a subgraph of a block G such that H is a
a subgraph H' of
wl
fa,
- flower with t side petals (r > 0), then there exists
stems and t
with
G with I H' I > | H I such that II' is a fu, wl
- |
- flower
side petals. Also if (u, w) e H, then (u, w) e H'.
Lrlm{A

Proof. Let{Ci: 0 { i ( r} be the petals of Iland {Ci :1 <i < l} be
the side petals. The graph G - u is connected since G is a block but
H - o is not connected. Therefore there exists a path in G - a
u and (Ui:, C) - u. Let P : (zt, 22 1...12") be such
between (Ui:o C)
a path of shortest length. We can assume with no loss of generality that
P i C, : {zt}, P Ct' : {2") and P is disjoint from the remaining
^ except possibly zrmight equal w. Thus
petals and side petals
C, : (u : xt, xz r.,., xt : wr,.,, x* :
C1' :

(u : lr, !2 r..., lp :

xo,
z" ,..-, lo , !t)'
zL r...,

x;-)

We will assume C, is so labeled that if (u, w) e Co tl;ren w : xz. Tlte
graph H' : (H u P) - {(x, , u), (y, , u)} is a flower with petals

{Cr:O

<, < r -I} u {(r.,: lr,!2,...,lp:2s,...,2i.
:

sidepetals

{Ci:O

<j < t -

X- , Xm-l ,...t Xz, D)\,

1}, andstems

(!, , !n+t

(xm,x*+r,...,x^)and

r..., !o),

Note that the edge (u, w) is not affected by this change and so
then (u, w) e H'.

if

(u, w) e

H

G is a lu, wf - flower with r the number of edges in a
largest cycle af G, thenfor each l,lU * 4)/21 < / < lG l, G2 contains a
C(l) with two edges incident to u and one edge incident to w in G.
Lnvnraa

3.4. If

Proof. Let {C1: 0 ( , < /} be the petals of G andlet C6--(u:
xn , xfi ,.,,, xt si : w,'..0 xtrn , D)'There is no loss of generality in assuming
r : ro 2 rr "J ) 11. lt is straightforward to check that for each 7,
lU + qlZl < i < r, Coz contains a C(.i) with two edges incident to u and
one edge incident to w in Co. If t : O, the lemma follows, so assume

BLOCK SQUARED PATH CONNECTED

t )- l. If z,

and z2 arc yertices of G

then

(u

Co

-

which are adjacent to w in G,

- xor, xoz,..,r ro"o 1 , zt, xoso:

is a C(r f 1) and (u :
is a C(r

w,,.., xorr, u)

xor,, xoz,..., x0so-1 r Zt, Zz,
2) of the desired type.

f

xo"o w,..,, xoro,

u)

For each j,l? * 4)121 <./ < /, Coz contains a P1(o, xo,) with an edge
incident to u and one edge incident to xo, in Co . Also in C12, (1 < , < /),
there exists for each7, l@
- 2)l2l * l?n - s)121 -t 2 <j < ro - 2, a
Pt(xu, , xi, ) which does not contain u or w. In Gz a C(/) of the desired type
can be constructed using the vertices of tho paths just described for all
t

)

l@r

r,

-

(

2)121

*

r, l(s, -

[(rr

-

2)l2l*

s,)12]

[(r,

-

* 2*
s,)121

l(r

f

i

Z

4)/21. Since

l(r + 4)12] ( r

*

Thus there exists C(/) of the desired type for all
the proof.

I

*

3.

) r + 3, which completes

3.5. Let G be a lu, wl - flower containing the edge (u, w).
is the number o.f uertices in a longest path between u and w, then there
(,;, w))2 a P1(u, w) with one edge incident to u in G for all l,
exists in (G
LBuua

If r

-

l(r*3)121</<lGI.
Proof. Let {Ca:O ( i ( r} be the petals of G and let Cu : @ :
xtt, xD,,.., w : xi"n,..., xtro, u). There is no loss of generality in assuming
Cs: (u: xo1-,xoz,...,xor:w, er) and P -(o: x'_,xoz,...,xo, : w)
is a path of longest length between u and w. For each l, [(r * 3)/2] <
I 1r, P2 contains a Pr(u, w) with one edge incident to a in P.lf t :0,
the lemma is proved, so assume t > 1. For any i > 7, there exists in the
graph (P v C)'a P1(u, w) containing the edge (a,xor) for all /, r { / (
r + 2 +max{si - 3, ri- s, - 1}.
In the graph Cn'(i 2 l), there exists P1(xi, -t, xt."o+r) not containing u or
w for all ln,l(su-2)121* [(r, - s)12]*2 4le ( rz -2. Also in Coz
there exists a Pi(u, ro,o-.) containing the edge (a, xor) for all.i,l(r + 2)12] <
( r - 1. From the paths just described a P1(u, w) can be constructed in
"/
(G
- (u, w))2 containing the edge (a, xor) for all
l>- t +l(r -t2)l2l * min {lsr-2)l2l * [(rz - s)12]) 12.
Since s1 ( r,
+

- s)l2l
( r * 3 * l(rr - s)lzl ( r * 3 *\ - sr -

3 -F [(r

+ 2)121*

[(se

-

2)12]

l(16

l.
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P1(u, w) in (G
- (u, w))'of the desired type for all
which completes the proof.

Therefore there exists a

I 2lU +

3)121,

Lrum.3.6. Let G be a DT - block containing the distinct uettices u
and w, all of whose neighbors are of degree 2 in G. If r is the number of
uertices in a largest cycle containing u and w and s is the number ofoertices in
a longest path between t and w, then Gz contains

(r)

a C(l) with two edges incident to a in G and one edge incident to
w in G.for each l, t@ * Dl21< / < I G l.
and

(ir) a P1(u, w) with one edge incident

to u in

G

for

each l,

t(s*3)/21</<lGl.
Proof.
H

By Theorem 2.1 and Lemmas 3.2 atd 3.3 there exists a subgraph
< lG l,
of G whichis alu,wl -flower suchthatfor each i,l

there is an

ADT-fu*,wl-EP

Theorem 2.2, Hrz and

Hl <,

Hnaf G with i vertices. By
hence G2 has a C(i) satisfying part (i). The proof of

part (i) is completed by Lemma
Consider the graph G'

:

G

v

subgraph

3.4.

(u, w). By Theorem 2.1 and Lemmas 3'2

flower in which
and 3.3 there exists a subgraph H of G' which is a fu, wf
the edge (a, w) is on the center of the flower. Also for each i, I fI I < , <
(u, w)
I G l, there exists a subgraph Hi of G' with i vertices such that Hi

-

-

- EJP graph. By Theorem 2.3, (H'i - (u,w))z and
hence G2 contains a Pe@, w) satisfying (ii). The proof of part (ii) is completed by Lemma 3.5.
is an ADT

lu*,wl

If

G is a lu,wf -flower with possibly side petals which
LBrrara 3.7.
< I G l,
has center C, a cycle containing the edge (u, w), thenfor I C I
P{u,w) exists in (G (u,w))2.

<,

-

that there
Proof. We will show for each i, lCl<r<lcl,
is an
(u,
which
w) containing i vertices
exists a subgraph Ha of G -

(G (u, w))z
Lu, w7 - EJP graph. By Theorem 2.4, Hiz and hence
-(u, w) is a
graph
G
contains a path between u and w with i vertices. The
DT-lu,wf -EJP gtaphwithE: P: {, solet Hrc; : G - (u,w).
Assumelf is deflnedforsomej, I Cl <i < lG l.If flrhas a vertex o of
degree 1, then let H14 : Hr - o.If Hi u {(u, w)} is a [u, w] - flower with
a side petal C' : (u : xL, x2,..., xt, xr) then let H1-1 : Hi - x, . If

ADT

Hiu

{(u, w)} is a flower (with no side petals) with a petal

C'

:

(u

: lr , lz ,..., ls :

W,...,

lt , !t) *

C,

BLOCK SQUARED PAT}I
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: Hi - {yr, (w, y,*r)}. The graphs }1, deflned by this
- [u, wf - EJP graphs, which completes the proof.

procedure are ADT
Tnnoneu

3.8.

The square

of a

connected bridgeless

DT

strongly path connected.

-

graph is

Proof. Let G be a connected bridgeless DT - graph and 7et u, w be
distinct vertices of G. Let G' - G v (.u, w) and 1et P be a path of minimal

length from u to w in G'
- (u, w). Such a path exists since G is a connected
bridgeless graph. Let C denote the cycle P v (u, w).If (u,w) e E(G) then
C C G and C2 contains a Pu(u,u.,) for all i, 2 <, < | C l. If (u, w) g E(G)
then Pz contains a Pn(u,lr) for all i, l(.do@, w) + 3)l2l < i < I P I. Note
tlrat if (u,w) f E(G) then do,(u,w) + 1 : l(d6@,w) + 3)12J. Therefore
we must only show lhat P1(u,w) exists in G2 for all i, I C I <, < I G l.
We will consider two cases.
Case I. vc(w) ) 2 or v6(w) : vc,(w) :2.
By Theorem 2.1, there exists a spanning lu*,wf
- EP graphGrof G,
such that C C E. By Lemma 3.2 there exists a subgraph H of G' which is

- flower with possibly side petals and center C such that for each i,
lHl <i < lG l, there exists a subgraph Hi of G'containing i vertices
which is a lu*,wl-EP graph with CCE. Thus 14
-(u,w:) is a
lu*,w] - EJP graph. The restrictions on z"(iu) and the fact that G is a
DT - graph give that Theorem 2.4 applies. Therefore (Hi (u,w)')z,
and hence G2, contains a P1(u, w). Lemma 3.7 applied
a fu, wf

to

11 completes

the proof ofthis case.

II. v6(w) : 2 and v",(w) : J.
Let z * o be the vertex on P which is adjacent to w on P. By Theorem
2.1, there exists a spanning lu*, zf
- EP gtaph G, of G' such that C C E.
By Lemma 3.2 there exists a lu, z) flower 11 with possible side petals
andcenter Csuchthatfor eachi, I 11 | < i < | G l, thereexists asubgraph
Hi of G' containing i vertices which is a lux, zl EP graph with C C E
Therefore Hn
-(Hi(u, w) is a lu*,wf - EJP graph (since v6(w) :2). By
Theorem 2.4,
- (u, w)),, and hence G2, contains a P1(u, w) for all i,
lHl < r< lGl. The graph H is a bridgeless connected DT-graph
with z,r(w) :2 and satisfies the conditions of Case I. Therefore
(H (u,w))2, and hence G2, contains a P{u,w) for all r, I C | <, < I 11 I.
Case

This completes the proof.

LBraNr,q, 3.9. If G is a minimal block such thar D1G) *
$ and if w, u
qre distinct uertices in Y(G), then there exists a ), in D(G) such that

either
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(i)
G

- )

the uertices u and w are in distinct endblocks in the block chain
and are not cutuertices of G - )..

or

(ii)

of the endblocks of G - A, say B, is a DT-subgraph of G
which does not contain both u and w and if B contains either u or w, it is
one

q cutuertex of G

)..

-

Proof. First observe that for any edge G - ) is a block
^,
is not a path.
ll. Also if ) e D(G) then each endblock

chain

12,

Theorem

Suppose the theorern is false. Let )1 be any element of D(G) and let 'Bt
be an endblock of G - ). such that Y(Br) o {u, u) is of smallest cardinality. Clearly B, includes at most one of u and w; if it contains one,
we assume it is u. If u e Y(Br), then we can assume o is a cutvertex of
G - I, by the failure of (i). Since (ii) fails B, is not a DT-subgraph of G,
E(B) D(G) + {. Consider the block chain G - }, for

^

n r(G).

),re E(Br)

One of the endblocks of G - ), , say B, , is properly contained in ,Br .
Therefore w { Bzand o is in -8, only if it is a cutvertex of G - }r' Since by
assumption ii) fails, B, is not a DT-subgraph of G. This process gives for
k a sequence of blocks {Be : 1 ( , < k} with the same properties as ,Br .

"'>l-Bol.

Also l&l>ltsrl>

Since

lGl is flnite, this gives a

contradiction.

Lrnm. 3.10. Let G be a block with an edge ), such that G - .tr is a block
chainwithblocks Gr,Gr,...,Go{k > 2) and let u andw be uertices which
are not cutuertices af G

- I

with u in the endblock G, and w in the endblock

G1".If each Gr'(l (/ < k) is strongly path connected, then P1(u,w) exists
in Gz for all i,l(d6(u, w) | 3)l2l < , < I G l.

Proof. Let {u}: GiAGnor,(l<, < k -1), and 1et uoeG,

and

u1, e G be the endvertices of the edge ). Also let

e:@:xt,xz,...,xt,:w)
be a path of minimal length from a to w in G. Let

ln- 92, and hence

Note that d5@, w)

G'

:

G

-

)'.

in G2, P.;(u, w) exists for all i, l(l + 2)l2l < i <

+ :
1

/, and hence

l(d6(u, w;)

+

3)121

Pu(u,

<, < dc(u, w) I

(

l.

, < k) is strongly path connected, there exists a
Since each G,(1
in Gr2 for d"r(u,u1) + 1 </ ( lG, l, a P1lu1"-r,w) in G7"2 for
doo(uo_r, w)

+

1

l.

w) exists for all i,

(t (

I G, l,

P{u,

u1)
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for all i, (2 < , < k

-

1), a p1(u6_r, ui)

dn,(ur-r.,u)

l1 (,r (
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in Gf ,
lGz

l.

Therefore there exists a pi(u,w)

in (G,)z for d5,(u, rr) + I < j < lG,
If do@,w): dc,@,w) the lemma is proved, so assume not. Thus forI.
some n, (1
z .--l), (x, , xn+r) : l.
-<
:
Let F' (u : xL,xz,...,xn) and p,, : (xn+r,...,xt.: w). Also let

,
t

P, be a path of shortest length in G, from F, to p,,. Consider the graph
P : Qv P. which contains a path of G of shortest length from u to w
and contains a path in G' from u to w. It is easily verified that pz, and.

I

henceG2, contains

aPi(u,w)ford"(u,u) + l <j<

lpl.Since

lP)>d",(u,w)al,
the lemma is proved.

Turonnlr 3.11. The square af a block is strongly path

connected.

Proof. The proof will be by contradiction. Let G be a block with a
minimal number of vertices and with minimal I ,(G)l such that the theorem
fails. Since the theorem clearly holds when I G I < 3 or when D(q :
+
byTheorem3.s,wewillassume lGl > 3 and i D(G)I>1.
If tr e-E(G), we claim G - ) is not a block. This is clear if .tr t' D(G) for
then G ) has a vertex of degree l. If .\ e D(G) and G
-,tr is a block,
then by the minimality of I D(G)|, (G ,l;z is strongly path
connected.
Therefore for distinct vertices u and w in G, p{u, w) exists in Gz for all i,
l(d"-^(o,w) +3)121<,
complete. If d"{u, w) :

< lc l. If d6(u,w) - cl"_t(p,w), the proof is
k < I : d" o(u, w), then there exists a path

and hence G2, contains

P1(u,

h: (u: xL,...,xi,z.t,,..,Zt,xi+t,...,w) of length k in G and a path
Pr: (u: x1 ,...,xi,lt,.,.,lr,xj+r,...,w) oflength linG ) suchthat
{2, , z, ,..., zt} n {y, , yz ,..., y,} : 4. It is easily verified that (p, u pr)r,
w) for all

l(do(u,w)+3)l2l

z,

<i < lhvpzl.

Thus Gz is strongly path connected and the claim is proved. Hence G is a

minimal block.
Let u and z be distinct vertices of G. since G is a minimal block with

| ,(G) j ) l, Lemma 3.9 applies. If (i) of Lemma 3.9 holds then Lemma
3.10 implies G2 contains P1(u,z) for all i,l(d5(u, z) -l 3)l2l < , <
lG l.
Thus we assume (ii) of Lemma 3.9 holds. Hence there exists an edge
,tr
- (x, w) in D(G) such that G ) contains an endblock B which is a
DT- subgraph of G with ugB- and zeB only if it is a cutvertex of
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G - tr. Denote the cutvertex of G - tr which belongs to B by u and let w
be the endvertex of tr in B. Note lhat B is not a path since v6(w) ) 3,
and (w, a) $ E(G), since G is a minimal block and G - (u, w) would be a
block. Therefore I B I > 4.
Let G1(G) be the graph obtained from G by replacing Bby a longest
(shortest) path P, (Pr) between w and o in B. Clearly I ,(G)l < I D(G)l
and Giis a block which is a subgraph of G for i : 1,2- Therefore Gr', Gr'
are strongly path connected. Since d6r(u,z): de(u,z), P;(u, z) exists in
G2 for all i, l(d6(u, z) * 3)121< , < | G, l, and
l(do,(u, z)
Since G,
I Grl

7

+

3)121

(, (

I Gr l.

P, is connected, I Gzl )- I G, - hl 2 d6,(u, z) * 1, and
l(do,@, z) + 3)121. Therefore P1(u, z) exists in Gz for all i,

-

l(do(u, z)

+

3)121

(, (

so

I Gr l.

Now consider the graph G' obtained from G by replacing Bby apath Q
of length 3. By the minimality of G, (G')z is strongly path connected' Let
P' be a P rc,1(u, z) in (G')2 using a maximal number of edges in G" We will
use P'and the DT - subgraph block -B to show that P1(u, z) exists in G2
for I G, I <, < I G l. The procedure used parallels that of Fleischner [4]'
First let Q : (w, a, b, c) with (x, w), (y, u), (p, x), and (s, x) in E(G - B)
and possibly (c, o) and (d, u) in E((G - ,\) - B)(see Ftg 2)

'-,.-XwaOv\
Frcrrnr

a___

\o
2.

uses a maximal number of edges in G" 13 possible cases occur,
[4]. These 13 cases can be reduced to the following 6 cases by the

Since

P'

in
proof of Theorem 9 [5].
as

1.
Case 2.
Case 3.
Case 4.
Case 5.
Case 6.
Case

P' :

.,.w, a, b, u,...

P' : ...w, a, b, !,,,.
P' : ...x, a, b, w,...
P' : .,.x, a, ur,.., !, b, wr.-. ot Y, b, wr.,., x, a' u
P' : ...x, a,0, b, w,...
P' : ...!, b, w, a, u,...
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Case 7. Replace in P' the path (w, a, b, u) by a Pi(w, u) in 82. By
Theorem 3.8, Pi(w, o) exists for all j, l(dr(u,w) +3)121< j < lB l.
Since [(d3(a, w) + 3)12] ( | Pr I f 1 the proof of this case is complete.
Case 2. By Lemma 3.6 there is in ,B2 a P{w, a), say P", which contains
an edge (u,.,u) eB for al|7, [(lPr I * 3)/2] < j < lB l. Replace in P'
the path (w, a, b, y) with (P" v (u, , y))
- (.u, , u).Again since

i
.l

KP, l*3)/21 <lP,

l*1,

the proof of this case is complete.
Case 3. By Lemma 3.5, there is in Bs a C(j), say C, containing edges
(w, wr.), (u, or) and (u, ur) in B for each j, lft -l 4)l2l < j < | B l, where r
is the number of vertices in the largest cycle in -B containing u and w.
From C form C* : (C v (rr, ur)) - {(u, ur.), (u, ur)}, which is a C(j
- l)
in ,B2 which does not contain u. Now replace in P' the path (w, b, a, x)
with (C* u (x, wr)) -(w,wr). Notethat r <2|P, | 2, thus

-

l(ri0121<lPI l+1
and

j-

1 is as small as I P, l, which completes the proof

of this

case.

Ca.se 4. By Lemma 3.6, there is in -82 a C(j), say C, containing edges
(w,wr) and(u, ur) in B for eachy, l(r +Ol2) < j < l,B l, where r is the
number of vertices in the largest cycle in B containing a and w. Thus
C : P1(wa, u) v (u, ur) v Pr(ur, w) v (w, ur) with

Pn(wr, u) a Pr(ur, w)

and /

:

$

* i : j. Now

(x, wr)

v

replace in P' the path (x, a, u)
P1(wr, u) and the path (y, b, w) with the path

(y,
Again since [(r

ur)

v

+ 4)121( I Pr I *

with the path

P1(ur, w).
1, the proof

of this

case is complete.

Case 5. By Lemma 3.6 there is for each j, l@ * 4)121 <i < | B
(r as before) a C(j), say C, which contains the edge (w, ,w) e B and the
vertex u.In P' replace the path (x, a, u, b, w) with (C u (x, wJ)
- (wr, w).
The proof is again complete since [(r + 4)12] ( | P, | * 1.
I

Case

6.

Since
theorem.

This case is handled the same as Case 5.

all possible cases have been considered, this establishes

the
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Conoruny 3.12. If

SCHELP

G is a connected-bridgeless

DT

then

-

graph or a block,

(i)
(i,

For a *w, P6(a,w) existsfor [(d(G) +3)121<, < lG l.
(Fleischner [3] and [4], Chartrand, Hobbs, Jung, Kapoor,
Nash-Williams [1]). G2 is Hamihonianfor lcl>3 and always Hamiltonian connected.
(iii) (Hobbs 16l) G' is aertex pancyclic for I G I >- 3.

(iv)

Gz is edge pancyclic

for

I

GI

>

3.

Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are immediate from Theorems 3.8 and 3.11.
Let u, wEG with d6r(u,w): 1. Thus d6(u,w) ( 2, so G2 contains a
Pn@, w) for 2 (, < I G I by Theorems 3.8 and 3.11. Therefore
Pa(u,w)

v

(u,w)

is a C(i) containing a and edge (a, w). This proves parts (iii) and (iv).

Remqrks. Several comments should be made about strongly path
connected graphs.

First the graph G1 such that V(Gr) : {rr, rr,..., u*) and E(Gr) :
{(ui,u)li +j, i,j >2) u{(ur,ar)} u{ur, as} is a graph which is both

edge and vertex pancyclic but not even Hamiltonian-connected, therefore
not strongly path connected. Secondly there exist Hamiltonian-connected
graphs which are not strongly path connected. For an example, let G,
be a graph such that

V(Gr)

:
:

{ur, ur,...,

uzx),

k

)

{(uu, a7*)(mod 2k) |

v

{(ru , D;.+r)l

for k

i:

3, E(1Gr)

i : l, 2,..., 2kl v {(ur,

2, 4, 6,..., 2k

-

ar)l

v {ur*-r,

ar*)}

4}.

:

5 is shown in Fig. 3. Inspection shows that G, is
Hamiltonian-connected b:ut P1(ur, urr) does not exist for i { k so that
G, is not strongly path connected.

The graph

G2

vs

"6

Frc. 3. Gzfar k :

5.

I

I
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Presently the authors know of no Hamiltonian-conneeted graphs for
which P;(a u) fails to exist for some distlnct pair of v,ertioes u and a and
for some i > | G ll2 + t. It would be interesting to koow if all }Iamiltotrian-connected graphs automatically haw P{4 u) existing for all distinct
vertices u and u and all i>lcllz+1. As noted above Gn is such a
graph where Pn@t, vax) does,not exists for ,

<

I G ll2

:

k.
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